
 

 

 

 

 
September 23rd, 2019 
 

Russ Brown 

Stainless Component Solutions, LLC 

P.O. Box 274 

Frenchtown, MT 59834 

 

Project Number:  19-08-109 

 
Re: IC Railing Review  

  

  

Mr. Russ Brown, 
 

Per your request, Eclipse Engineering, P.C. (EEPC) has reviewed the design of the connections for the IC 

railing system for use in Sammamish, WA. These calculations were done in accordance to the 2018 IBC 

and the provisions outlined in AISC manual.  
 

We have used a maximum point load of 200 lbf or a 50psf distributed load, whichever is greater, for the 

design review. The wooden top rail shall be a min Western Cedar, #2 or btr. All posts shall be spaced no 

more than 4’ O.C. Please see the attached drawings for more information. 
 

For the post-to-slab connection, the concrete strength shall be a min. 2500 psi. All steel elements shall be a 

minimum steel grade of A36.For the wooden elements, use a minimum wood species and grade of DF#2.  

 
EEPC has reviewed the design of the connections for the IC railing system. We take no responsibility for 

any other element not mentioned within this letter.  

 

Please contact us with any questions. 
 

 

 

Sincerely, 
Eclipse Engineering, P.C. 

 

 

 
 

Phillip Geist, E.I.T. 

Staff Engineer 
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Post to Top of Wooden Stringer - Plan

3.125"

(4) 3/8" Ø Standard
Hex Lag Screw w/ min.
4" thread embed

Typ. SCS
baseplate 3.125" Min

Wooden Stringer

Post to Side of Wooden Stringer - Elev.

(4) 3/8" Ø A307 Thru-bolt
w/ min 2" OD Standard
Washer on
non-baseplate side.

5x5x1/4" side
baseplate

Wooden Stringer

3.75"

4.33"

4"

5.51"

EQ

5"

3.25"

EQ
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Post to Top of Steel Stringer - Plan

Post to Concrete Slab - Plan

(4) 3/8" dia threaded rod
w/ HIT-HY 200 + HAS,
min. embed 2.75"

min. 4" thick,
2500psi concrete

7.0"

4.0"

Steel Stringer

3/16
3/16

5.0"
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Post welded
to stringer

2.0"

4x7x1/4"
Baseplate

min. 4.5"
edge dist.

min. 4.5"
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Post to Wood Deck - Plan

5.51"

3.15"

4.33"

1.97"

min. 2x6 DJ

(4) SDS25412
screws per side for
blk into DJ

min. 4x6 blk DF
#2 or btr

Post to Wood Deck - Elev.

(4) 3/8" Ø Standard
Hex Lag Screw w/ min.
4" thread embed

(4) 3/8" Ø Standard
Hex Lag Screw into
center of blk, w/ min.
4" thread embed

min. 4"

Typ. SCS
baseplate

min. 5.5"

wooden deck
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3"

1"
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3.5"

1.5"

1"

4x6 Blk to 2x DJ Detail - Elev.

(4) SDS25412 screws
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Handrail Spacing Using AISC ASD, ANSI/NAAMM AMP 521 

- Product by Stainless Component Solutions, LLC 

Handrail Properties:

Post height - ≔h ⋅36 in Yeild strength - ≔Fy ⋅31 ksi

Design point load- ≔P ⋅200 lbf Ultimate strength - ≔Fu ⋅73 ksi

Design uniform load - ≔w ⋅50 plf Modulus E- ≔E 29000 ksi

Design area load - ≔wr ⋅50 psf Omega Factor - ≔Ωb 1.67

Post Capacity Calculation: ≔b ⋅1.57 in ≔d ⋅1.97 in ≔d1 ⋅1.57 in (All posts shall be SS - 304 )

Plastic Section Modulus for 

Post -
≔Zp =⋅―

b

4
⎛⎝ -d

2
d1

2 ⎞⎠ 0.556 in
3

Allowable Moment capacity 

for Post -
≔Mp =⋅Fy ―

Zp

Ωb

10.32 ⋅kip in

Interior steel rod Capacity Calculation: ≔dr 0.5 in (All steel rods shall be SS - 304 )

Plastic Section Modulus for 

rod -
≔Zr =――

dr
3

6
0.021 in

3

Allowable Moment capacity 

for rod -
≔Mr =⋅Fy ―

Zr

Ωb

0.39 ⋅kip in

Wooden Handrail Capacity Calculation: ≔bw 2.5 in ≔dw 1.5 in (Wood rails shall be 

Western Cedar #2)

Section Modulus for Rail - ≔Sw =⋅⋅
⎛
⎜
⎝
―
1

6

⎞
⎟
⎠

⎛⎝bw⎞⎠ ⎛⎝dw
2 ⎞⎠ 0.938 in

3

Wood Bending strength - ≔Fb 700 psi

Steel Handrail Capacity Calculation: ≔bs 2 in ≔ds 1 in ≔tw 0.93 ((0.12)) in
(All steel rails shall 

be to be SS - 304 )Inside dimensions - ≔d1 -ds ⎛⎝ ⋅2 tw⎞⎠ ≔b1 -bs ⎛⎝ ⋅2 tw⎞⎠

Plastic Section Modulus for 

Railing -
≔Zs =-―――

⎛⎝ ⋅b d2 ⎞⎠
4

―――
⎛⎝ ⋅b1 d1

2 ⎞⎠
4

1.255 in
3

Allowable Moment capacity 

for Rail -
≔Ms =⋅Fy ―

Zs

Ωb

23.3 ⋅kip in
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Post Spacing Based Intermediate Post Strength:

Concentrated Load-

Load Distribution Factor per NAAMM AMP521 - ≔Fi 0.6 (3 plus span condition)

≔Minter ⋅⋅Fi P h =Minter 4.32 ⋅kip in

≔Result if ⎛⎝ ,,<Minter Mp “OK” “fail”⎞⎠ =Result “OK” =――
Minter

Mp

0.42

Uniform Load-

Max post spacing - ≔Lmax3 =――
Mp

⋅w h
68.779 in

Post Spacing Based End Post Strength:

Concentrated Load-

Load Distribution Factor per NAAMM AMP521 - ≔Fe 0.82 (3 plus span condition)

≔MEnd ⋅⋅Fe P h =MEnd 5.904 ⋅kip in

≔Resultc if ⎛⎝ ,,<MEnd Mp “OK” “fail”⎞⎠ =Resultc “OK” =――
MEnd

Mp

0.57

Uniform Load-

≔Lmax4 =⋅――
Mp

⋅w h
2 137.558 in

Max post spacing -

≔Lmax min ⎛⎝ ,Lmax3 Lmax4
⎞⎠ =Lmax 68.779 in

(Max Spacing to be called out in plans is 4 feet ) =Lmax 5.732 ft

Railing Strength Check:

Uniform Load

≔Lmax2

‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾‾
⋅9.5 ――――

Mp

⋅wr
((2 ft))

=Lmax2 108.449 in
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Weld Strength Check for Post to Baseplate/Stringer - Fillet Weld

≔D 3 ≔l ⋅b in
-1

Weld strength of L inch long weld > all applied forces

ASD ≔Rn =⋅⋅0.928 kip D l 4.37 kip

≔M =⋅P h 7.2 ⋅kip in

≔T =―
M

d
3.655 kip

≔Result if ⎛⎝ ,,>Rn T “OK” “FAIL”⎞⎠ =Result “OK”

Fastener Check for Post Baseplate to Top of Wood Stringer

Dist between lag and 
compression face -

≔d 1.97 in

Tension per bolt - ≔T =―
M

d
3.655 kip

# of T bolts - ≔n 2

T per bolt - ≔Tb =―
T

n
1.8 kip

Withdrawal Cap / inch thread - ≔W ⋅((1.6)) 305 ――
lbf

in

Req. embed depth- ≔embed =―
Tb

W
3.7 in

Fastener Check for Post Baseplate to Side of Wood Stringer

Dist between bolts - ≔d 3.15 in

Dist from plate to post- ≔l 3.57 in

Additional Moment - ≔Ml =⋅P l 714 ⋅lbf in

Tension couple- ≔T =―――
+M Ml

d
3 kip

# of T bolts - ≔n 2

Bearing strength of AC, perp to 
grain - NO ADJ FACTORS APPLY

≔F'br 525 psi

Req. SA of washer- ≔SA =――

⎛
⎜
⎝
―
T

n

⎞
⎟
⎠

F'br
2.393 in

2

Washer dimensions - ≔OD 2.0 in ≔ID 0.375 in

Area of washer- ≔A =⋅⎛⎝ -⎛⎝OD2 ⎞⎠ ⎛⎝ID2 ⎞⎠⎞⎠
⎛
⎜
⎝
―
π

4

⎞
⎟
⎠

3.031 in
2

≔Result if (( ,,>A SA “OK” “FAIL”)) =Result “OK”
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Fastener Check for Post Baseplate to Wood Deck

Dist between lag and 
compression face -

≔d 1.97 in

Tension per bolt - ≔T =―
M

d
3.655 kip

# of T bolts - ≔n 2

T per bolt - ≔Tb =―
T

n
1.8 kip

Withdrawal Cap / inch thread - ≔W ⋅((1.6)) 305 ――
lbf

in

Req. embed depth- ≔embed =―
Tb

W
3.7 in

SDS Scew V cap - ≔V ⋅((1.6)) 350 lbf

Number of SDS per side - ≔n =―
Tb

V
3.263

Wooden Handrail Check 

Load Duration Facor - ≔CD 2.0
Size Factor - ≔CF 1.5
Flat Use Factor - ≔Cfu 1.0
Adjusted Fb value - ≔F'b =⋅⋅⋅Fb CD CF Cfu 2100 psi

Rail span- ≔s 4 ft

Applied Moment 
from dist load -

≔M1 =―――
⎛⎝ ⋅w s2 ⎞⎠

8
0.1 ⋅kip ft

Applied Moment 
from point load -

≔M2 =――
(( ⋅P s))

5
0.16 ⋅kip ft

Section Modulus - =Sw 0.938 in
3

Applied bending stress- ≔fb =――
M2

Sw

2048 psi =――
fb

F'b
0.975

≔Result if ⎛⎝ ,,>F'b fb “OK” “FAIL”⎞⎠ =Result “OK”

Steel Tube Handrail Check 

Applied Max Moment - ≔M =M2 0.16 ⋅kip ft

Allowable Moment Cap - =Ms 1.94 ⋅kip ft =――
M

Ms

0.082

≔Result if ⎛⎝ ,,>Ms M “OK” “FAIL”⎞⎠ =Result “OK”
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 Specifier's comments: Post to Concrete Slab

1 Input data
Anchor type and diameter:  HIT-HY 200 + HAS-E 3/8  

Effective embedment depth:  hef,opti = 2.750 in. (hef,limit = 2.750 in.)

Material:  5.8

Evaluation Service Report:  ESR-3187

Issued I Valid:  3/1/2018 | 3/1/2020

Proof:  Design method ACI 318-08 / Chem

Stand-off installation:  eb = 0.000 in. (no stand-off); t = 0.500 in.

Anchor plate:  lx x ly x t = 4.000 in. x 7.000 in. x 0.500 in.; (Recommended plate thickness: not calculated

Profile:  no profile

Base material:  cracked concrete, 2500, fc' = 2,500 psi; h = 4.000 in., Temp. short/long: 32/32 °F

Installation:  hammer drilled hole, Installation condition: Dry
Reinforcement:  tension: condition B, shear: condition B; no supplemental splitting reinforcement present

 edge reinforcement: none or < No. 4 bar
Seismic loads (cat. C, D, E, or F)  no

  

 R - The anchor calculation is based on a rigid anchor plate assumption.

Geometry [in.] & Loading [lb, in.lb]
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2 Proof I Utilization (Governing Cases)
  Design values [lb] Utilization 

Loading Proof Load Capacity  bbbbN / bbbbV [%] Status 

 Tension   Bond Strength  2,792 2,809 100 / - OK 

 Shear  Concrete edge failure in direction y- 200 3,224 - / 7 OK

Loading bbbbN
 bbbbV

 z z z z  Utilization bbbbN,V [%] Status 

 Combined tension and shear loads  0.994 0.062 1.0 89 OK 

3 Warnings
•  Please consider all details and hints/warnings given in the detailed report!

Fastening meets the design criteria!
4 Remarks; Your Cooperation Duties
•  Any and all information and data contained in the Software concern solely the use of Hilti products and are based on the principles, formulas

 and security regulations in accordance with Hilti's technical directions and operating, mounting and assembly instructions, etc., that must be
 strictly complied with by the user.  All figures contained therein are average figures, and therefore use-specific tests are to be conducted
 prior to using the relevant Hilti product.  The results of the calculations carried out by means of the Software are based essentially on the
 data you put in.  Therefore, you bear the sole responsibility for the absence of errors, the completeness and the relevance of the data to be
 put in by you. Moreover, you bear sole responsibility for having the results of the calculation checked and cleared by an expert, particularly
 with regard to compliance with applicable norms and permits, prior to using them for your specific facility.  The Software serves only as an
 aid to interpret norms and permits without any guarantee as to the absence of errors, the correctness and the relevance of the results or
 suitability for a specific application.

•  You must take all necessary and reasonable steps to prevent or limit damage caused by the Software.  In particular, you must arrange for
 the regular backup of programs and data and, if applicable, carry out the updates of the Software offered by Hilti on a regular basis. If you do
 not use the AutoUpdate function of the Software, you must ensure that you are using the current and thus up-to-date version of the Software
 in each case by carrying out manual updates via the Hilti Website.  Hilti will not be liable for consequences, such as the recovery of lost or
 damaged data or programs, arising from a culpable breach of duty by you.
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